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This is an bail application filed by the petitioner U/S 439

cr.P.c. seeking bail of accused Dharmendra Das in connection

with Rowta PS case No.9/2020 UIS LZ0B142O14O6IpC.

I have heard the learned lawyers appearing for both sides,

also gone through the contents of the FIR as well as the case

diary,

The allegation in the FIR is that a Truck bearing

registration No. AS 25 DC 6956 loaded with 383 cases of IMFL

brought from M/S Centenary Distilleries pvt. Ltd., pachim

Boragaon Industrial area, Guwahati bound to Lakhimpur was

shown to have met an accident (capsized) at NH 15 near Rowta

chariali Bharat Petrol Pump and the items in the truck were

disappeared. The mobile number of the driver was also found

switch off. Hence the case,

During the course of investigation, police arrested the

driver and handyman of the truck and also seized some cartons of
IMFL and in the course of investigation it also reveals that there is

a conspiracy of the driver with few other persons to cause loss to

the owner and also to defraud the owner, It also reveals that the

investigation of the case is in progress, The allegation made in the

case is very very serious in nature and case diary clearly indicates

involvement of an organized group. On perusal of the case diary it

appears that accused is the owner of the Truck and Rajib prasad

@ Tuklu is the driver of his truck and they cleverly planted a story

of accident of the truck in clear connivance to misappropriate the

IMFL destined to Lakhimpur alongwith the manager of wine shop

and looted the IMFL in the pretext of accident of the truck.

The learned counsel appearing for accused submitted that

wife of accused is pregnant and her delivery is due shortly, so

keeping in mind he may be released on bail.



However, considering the nature and gravity of the offence

and the manner in which the oflence has been committed this

court is not inclined to grant bail to the accused/petitioner.

In the result, bail petition stands rejected.

Let case diary be returned.
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